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Secure the Homeland
Agenda
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● A Russian cyber attack  simulation
● Learn from three ransomware infections
● The dynamics of the cyber bubble
● Escaping the bubble and winning the war
● 25 minutes



Washington DC
Two Weeks Ago
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Russian Cyberattacks
White House reports Russian Cyber Attacks Imminent
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Stockpiling Vulnerabilities
This Is How They Tell Me The World Ends
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● Published in February 2021, Nicole Perlroth describes the 
upcoming cyber arms race.

● Perlroth is perhaps the most awarded cyber journalist of 
our times.

● Many countries, the biggest of which are the United 
States and Russia, have been stockpiling vulnerabilities 
for over a decade in preparation for a cyber war.

● Millions and millions of dollars are being generated by a 
handful of individuals that sell these vulnerabilities to any 
nation state with a pile of cash.



Recent Vulnerabilities
Many vulnerabilities have catastrophic consequences
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● WannaCry was released through the Eternal 
Blue vulnerability developed by the NSA.
○ 250,000 computers infected in 40 

countries in one day.
○ Not polymorphic

● MS Exchange vulnerability
● Solar Winds
● Log4J



Russian Cyberattack
A Cyber Simulation
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● Suppose Russia has stockpiled 1000 
vulnerabilities and deploys 100.

● Penetrates every device in the country.
● Every organization large and small.
● Unlike ransomware, the objective is to deploy 

software to destroy not monetize.
● Patch management is ineffective since the 

vulnerabilities are unknown.
● The SOC and EDR is designed to handle 

perhaps hundreds of alerts per day.
● Now they receive one hundred thousand 

alerts in an hour.
● What should the SOC do?



Russian Cyberattack
A Cyber Simulation
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● The only choice is to shut down the network.
● Russia wins.
● Worse yet, when is it safe to restore 

operations?
● Minimum of months of downtime.
● Russia wins.
● Widespread panic ensues
● Russia wins.
● Exposes the largest flaw in America’s cyber 

defenses.  
● EDR / XDR / Zero Trust cannot scale to meet a 

cyber attack from a nation state with more 
sophisticated actors and technologies than 
the makers of ransomware.



This will not happen
A Cyber Simulation
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● America has a stockpile of vulnerabilities 
equal to if not greater than Russia.

● There is time.
● To win the cyber war and the simulation, it is 

the country to first secure the homeland in 
cyber.

● This would negate the threat of the Russian 
attacks and counter attacks, and force them 
to respect the cyber capabilities of our 
military.



Radio stations impacted
Marketron infected
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● Marketron, headquartered in Idaho, makes television and radio software.
● In August 2021, Marketron’s customers were without service for over a week.
● The Marketron infection did not make the news. 
● The cyber security solutions do not work.  
● Jim Howard’s transparency is rare.



Tidelands Health Down
Largest Healthcare Provider in Horry and Georgetown Counties
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● December 2019, ransomware shut down the 
Tidelands health.

● Turning away surgeries and procedures at the 
door.

● 1000 computers and 200 servers were 
infected.

● It took 8 minutes from deployment.
● Tidelands had the most advanced (EDR) 

Detect and Respond.
● After 8 minutes, EDR did not detect the 

infections.
● Ransomware faster than people can detect 

and respond.



Tidelands Health Redux
Detect and Respond Does Not Work
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● Tidelands Health had purchased EDR 
including incident response.

● After informing the vendor that they were 
done, they got a call sales, that needed to buy 
a more high end package for incident 
response, which they did.

● The virus was polymorphic
● Yet, they were pasting hashes into a chat 

window for hours.  This is their high end 
product for incident response.

● Tidelands Health is being sued for the 
infection from a law firm out of Illinois.



Colonial Pipeline
East Coast without gasoline for a week
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● Government agencies investigated Colonial 
Pipeline.  (FBI, National Guard, Secret Service 
and more)

● Private investigations (Mandiant, Kroll, and 
more)

● Congressional Inquiry
● Thousands of reporters
● What antivirus let in the ransomware?
● Without this information, the market cannot 

function.
● The Colonial Pipeline antivirus should be losing 

market share and their stock should be down.
● Koch Industries does not know either.



The Cyber Bubble
The longer a bubble lasts, the worse the damage when it pops
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Ransomware Event

Negative ransomware events are daily news, 

and some of the larger ones have large 

impacts on daily life, such as the Colonial 

Pipeline.

Media Amplifies

Many media companies were close to defunct, 

until ransomware came to save them as each 

new infection draws more eyeballs on the 

casdading crisis.

Failed Cybersecurity

The increased budgets serve as positive 

reinforcement to the failed strategies with 

little to no incentive to improve.

Budgets Increase

The press coverage makes constituents nervous, 

and budgets increase. However, the lion’s share 

of the budget goes to the same failed strategies, 

services, products and architectures.



Backups don’t work
Backups were once effective, but are now obsolete
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● The first ransomware was in September 2013.
● In 2017, the FBI alerted that ransomware was 

encrypting backups.
● In 2019, the FBI alerted that ransomware was 

exfiltrating critical and sensitive data, and 
divulging if the ransom was not paid.

● The sales people of backup products still 
promote their solutions as effective against 
ransomware as is the case in Marketron.

● The Whitehouse as recently as October 2021 
promoted backup as effective against 
ransomware.



MFA will fail
MFA cannot protect against the insider threat
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● Since 2017, ransomware entered through 
compromised RDP ports.
○ MFA fixes this

● Since 2013, ransomware entered through 
email.
○ MFA does not fix this

● In 2021, ransomware began offering bounties 
to insiders to deploy ransomware.
○ The insider threat obsoletes 

ransomware.
● MFA is being touted at the panacea to 

ransomware.



MFA will fail
MFA cannot protect against the insider threat
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● An insider is properly authenticated on the 
network, and possesses the second factor 
(normally a cell phone).

● An insider can deploy ransomware within 
seconds and make between $100,000 and 
$1,000,000.

● The ransomware is sent in an attachment to the 
insider’s email.  

● The email is highly realistic and encourages the 
insider to click the attachment

● Monitoring cannot catch this.
● This is happening at scale NOW.



EDR / XDR never worked
EDR is the great money maker of the cybersecurity industry
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● As Marketron and Tidelands Health proves, 
EDR/XDR does not work.

● Humans can monitor other humans, but 
ransomware is moving too fast for human 
monitoring.

● EDR / XDR companies have turned massive 
losses for over a decade funding through 
private and public equity precluding valid 
solutions to enter the market.

● As companies and government allocate more 
funds, EDR/XDR collect most of the increased 
allocations.

● EDR / XDR does not scale to nation state 
attacks.



Cybersecurity Solutions
Popping the cyber bubble solves ransomware
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Transparency
Transparency solves ransomware
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● As Colonial Pipeline showed, the 
market lacks the critical information of 
which products are inferior to make 
rational decisions.

● Learn to communicate with others like 
conferences such as these.

● Be transparent



Centralization
Decentralized security policies expands attack surface
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● There is a shortage of cybersecurity workers due 
to the reactive and ineffectiveness of the 
cybersecurity products available.

● Centralization improves efficiency and cost in 
cybersecurity.

● We are in a cyberwar.  Military hierarchies are a 
model of centralized and coordinated command 
and response. 

● Decentralized IT workers enjoy their autonomy 
and resist centralization.

● South Carolina is the leader in centralization.
○ The first Department of Administration
○ Critical Infrastructure Cybersecurity (CIC)



Standardization
Standards forces consistency in cyber posture
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● Almost every industry has standards except 
cyber security which essentially maximizes 
the attack surface.  GAAP, FASB, etc

● Where standards exist, they are not being 
followed.

● Standards must be regularly updated to 
address evolving technologies and changes 
in tactics of ransomware.



Application Whitelisting
An inherently better security architecture.
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● Application whitelisting strictly allows 
authorized programs to run on the network.

● If not authorized in advance, the program is 
blocked until trust can be established.

● Application Whitelisting makes the SOC scale.
● Puts IT squarely in control of the network.
● NIST recommendation
● Standard in federal government
● Standard in Australia
● Application whitelisting solves ransomware.



Critical Infrastructure
Conclusions
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● Securing the homeland starting with the critical infrastructure 
is a strategic advantage for America’s military.

● The market is unable to find the best cyber security solutions 
because of the cyber bubble.

● Solutions to ransomware and nation state attacks are 
transparency, centralization, standardization and application 
whitelisting.


